
One More Excuse 
 
A recent "study" by the usual suspects concluded that woodland 
creatures are less likely to be present in black neighborhoods, and ghetto 
misbehavior is a result.  Its authors claim that the greater diversity of 
wildlife in white neighborhoods is a result of segregated housing 
resulting from "redlining" before and after the 1968 Fair Housing Act. 
 
In other words, woodland creatures feel more comfortable living among 
whites, so this must be attributable to racism.  The study also claims that 
the lack of biodiversity has negative impact on the physical and mental 
health of blacks, because they are "deprived" of the benefits of seeing 
wildlife in their "hoods." This incredibly ludicrous study appeared 
in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, exposing the 
extent of Cultural Marxism's invasion of what used to be "science." 
 
Those of us with advanced degrees in Nigrology know better, and 
realize how laughable this supposedly "scientific" study is.  One simple 
explanation for less biodiversity in n*gger neighborhoods is that whites 
are far more likely than blacks to put out food for wildlife, which would 
attract more of it to white areas.  Deer, birds, squirrels, chipmunks and 
other wildlife flock to free food, just as surely as black welfare 
beneficiaries flock to government cheese.   
 
Another fairly obvious explanation is the endless gunfire that pervades 
the night air in most black ghettos.  Since n*ggers routinely gun each 
other down for little or no reason -- like flashing the wrong gang sign or 
wearing the wrong color -- I wouldn't put it past the nigs to take "pot 
shots" at any innocent wildlife they happen to see.  Like most white 
people, wildlife also have a strong inclination to avoid gunfire, and 
migrate to areas where there is little or none of it.  



In any event, the entire premise of the study is ridiculous.  A quick 
Google search revealed an enormous and diverse population of lower 
species of animals living in black ghettos all across the nation.  (See 
below.) 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Although these images represent an extremely primitive species -- 
without the charm of deer or chipmunks or birds -- America's n*gger 
ghettos can hardly be said to be lacking in wildlife.  In fact, the problem 
is that there are far too many of these examples of Homo habilis in our 
large, urban areas. 
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